It is part of the established tradition of general physiology that any metabolically active tissue or part of tissue is internally electrically positive with reference to its surroundings and gives rise to a superficial negative current of action. This is characteristic of all living organisms. If a direct current is superposed on any protoplasmic mass, sensitivity and metabolic activity are increased at the cathode. If the current is kept constant, activity is decreased at the anode. In nervous tissue this corresponds to the cathode hypersensitivity and the anode block. If the anode block is continued with sufficient intensity of current it may, and commonly does, cause complete paralysis and death of the tissue at the point of application.
The obvious bearings of these familiar facts on the study of cancer are three. The negative current of action should provide a precise measure of the activity of the cancerous tissue. If, and when, any treatment is adequate to delay the growth, the negative current of action should be decreased or be reversed. If the growth is actually being decomposed by any necrotizing therapeutics the negative current of action should be transformed into a positive current. So far as I know, this should be the most precise and most reliable indication of the cancerous activity and its control. An appropriate electrical exploration of the cancerous regions should enable the experimenter to determine the margins of the growth and hypermetabolic activity by the points at which the negative current of action ceases.
It seems probable that the extreme positive charge characteristic of hypermetabolism of the cancerous area should set up a negative area in its immediate surroundings. This would correspond to an area of negative electrical charge and of depressed metabolism or necrosis in surrounding tissue, which is characteristic, as I understand it, of all serious cancerous growth.
This gradient of electrical charge with its corresponding currents gives the hint of an experimental attack on the treatment of cancer by the reversal of pathological currents. If a direct current is applied so that a positive superficial charge is superposed on the * From the Institute of Human Relations, Yale University. active area it should develop an anode block within that area, producing depression of the metabolic activity or death of the cells within the area to which the current is applied, according' to the amount and the direction of the current. If a corresponding positive charge is superposed on the immediate surroundings of the cancerous growth the disease gradient should be reversed and the normal activity of the surrounding tissue might be expected to be reinstated. The desired results and the magnitude of current employed might be kept under constant empirical control by the measurement of the metabolic activity of the cancerous region through its negative current of action. It should thus be possible at will merely to retard growth, to stop growth, or to produce necrosis of the growth, as circumstances seem to indicate desirable.
After submitting the foregoing memorandum to a small group of scientific friends in September, 1931, I was fortunate in securing the advice of Professor Harold S. Burr of the School of Medicine of Yale University, and of Professor Horatio B. Williams of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University.
It is obviously a tentative working hypothesis, developed as a logical extrapolation of the biophysical tradition.
The work of Child2 and his students on physiological gradients, of Gurwitsch on mitogenetic rays, and of Weiss4 on organismic fields, have all suggested a uniform regulating device in ontogeny. The experimental work of Lund3, Crile, and of many others has pointed to the fundamental character of electric phenomena in biological processes. More recently the above findings have been synthesized into an electrodynamic theory of development by Burr'. The tradition and the experimental results combined give a certain presumption of value to the working hypothesis, and seem to justify its publication for criticism and advice and for such additional experimental investigation elsewhere as may seem expedient.
